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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

• The EU and the 2019 European Parliamentary elections are certainly potential targets for the Kremlin’s 
meddling efforts, which was acknowledged by European institutions well in advance. There is reason 
to believe that as a way to better represent its national interests with regards to the EU, 
Russia possesses a desire and ability (using current 21st century technologies) to influence 
the upcoming EP elections. However, it must be emphasized that national general elections are 
more likely targets for the Kremlin, as it is easier to influence EU decision-making through a group 
of pro-Russian governments in the Council of the European Union. Moreover, the decentralized EP 
elections are technically more difficult to influence. Still, Moscow could benefit from amplifying its 
voice in the EP and create the illusion that it had a strong impact on the EP vote. 

• Some pro-Kremlin messages (e.g., the US is using the EU to force its will on other countries, and the 
CIA is behind Euromaidan) might resonate with the audience in at least some of the EU member 
states. The EP elections provide a great opportunity for spreading such narratives, but the effects of 
pro-Russian disinformation will be impossible to accurately measure.

• Kremlin-backed media is mainly focusing on discrediting the West in general, sometimes without even 
mentioning Russia. The narratives we found on RT and Sputnik English were remarkably consistent in 
some cases, suggesting that with regards to certain issues relating to key Russian national interests 
(e.g., Venezuela), the Kremlin is trying to persuade the audience on the validity of its own views. The 
Kremlin’s relative lack of focus on the EP elections was highlighted by the fact that official Russia-
backed media did not directly target the European Union as frequently as it did the US and NATO. 
However, when they did address topics related to the EU, they almost exclusively promoted the views 
of anti-EU actors. The coverage of local portals was varied in terms of their preferred topics: Hungarian 
disinformation media focused heavily on the EU, while the bloc was, similarly to what we observed on 
RT and Sputnik, relegated to secondary importance behind anti-West messages in the Czech Republic. 

• Russian decision-makers aim to weaken and fragment the EU to gain more influence over what occurs 
on the continent, while some internal actors in EU member states want to achieve the same goals for 
ideological reasons. This essentially prompts the convergence of anti-EU narratives in official Kremlin-
backed and local disinformation media. 

• Anti-EU messages are often combined with even more prevalent anti-West messages. The Kremlin 
considers the EU to be the extended arm of the US in international relations, which is another reason 
why it wishes to hinder the European integration process. Consequently, disinformation directly 
targeting the US, NATO, pro-Western politicians and Western democratic norms can be considered to 
be attempts to influence the political orientation of Europeans in general, which can also affect voting 
intentions in EP elections: anti-West narratives also promote the messages of Eurosceptic forces (e.g., 
as the only solution to avoid war with Russia). 

• The presence of Russian narratives within the messages of Eurosceptic actors increases the Kremlin’s 
outreach in Europe considerably. At the same time, we can observe a bilateral transfer between the 
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Kremlin and Eurosceptic actors when it comes to narratives. While official, semi-official Kremlin-bac-
ked media can influence local pro-Russian actors’ messages, the views of local actors also contribute 
to the official pro-Kremlin rhetoric. 

• All in all, European pro-Kremlin, Eurosceptic actors (most of whom are likely to be “useful idiots” rather 
than Russian agents of influence) play a much more important role in spreading pro-Russian narratives 
in the EU than the Kremlin itself. Nevertheless, Moscow can be satisfied with this, as its narratives 
still reach the European audience and have an even larger effect through the former. 

POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS ON COUNTERING THE 
THREAT AND STRATEGIC COMMUNICATIONS

COUNTERING DISINFORMATION THROUGH POLICIES

POLICy-MAKERS, OPINION-LEADERS

• The recommendations made in the European Union’s Action Plan against Disinformationi should be 
implemented as swiftly as possible. The EU’s declared goals in this field require significant amounts 
of additional funding and considerable time before they achieve visible results.

• Media literacy training and broader civic education has to be implemented in schools. Media education 
is already being tested in Ukraine because Kiev was forced to do so. Although some EU member states 
(such as Finland) have successfully implemented such programmes, the rest of Europe should not wait 
until its hand is forced. The implementation of such classes has to be initiated as soon as possible. 
The training should teach pupils how to fact check, how to differentiate between factual articles and 
those that are untruthful, how to differentiate between paid advertising and opinion pieces, and how 
to assess the factuality of information and adherence to journalistic standards. Moreover, education 
about the meaning of liberal democracy, the functioning of democratic societies (principles, norms, 
institutions, procedures), human rights, the rule of law, civil society, the functioning of the EU and 
international relations should also be taught. Implementation is urgent because it takes time to train a 
generation of citizens to be able to sift through an abundance of information published on the internet, 
assist them in acquiring the skills to understand what is occurring in the world and teach them about 
the functioning of democratic societies.
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• Fact-checking initiatives should receive more funding both on the EU and national levels. It is 
imperative to increase the funding for the EU East StratCom Task force and promote its activities. 
Additional funding for fact-checking initiatives in local languages is also highly important, which 
include funding for marketing initiatives and projects. These websites become quite useless if citizens 
are not familiar with them. However, fact checking is only a partial solution. Think tanks, universities 
and specialised private companies also need additional funding to develop better methods, tools (for 
researching broader issues concerning information security), cybersecurity and national information 
environments.

• All European, national and local legislators should receive cyber security training from European 
counter-intelligence services to avoid being hacked. In addition, they should develop closer collaboration 
with private companies and national/European intelligence services in the fields of information sharing, 
education and training. Such steps could potentially restrict the ability of foreign governments and 
portals such as WikiLeaks to access sensitive information.

SOCIAL MEDIA, MEDIA

• Social media is one of the main platforms where disinformation can be spread. The two principal issues 
with how social media currently functions are that (1) they are not sharing adequate information 
with regards to their preventative measures and (2) they play a considerable role in the creation 
of “information bubbles.” Consequently, they are responsible for strengthening social divisions, 
the polarisation of societies and help information aggressors interfere in domestic socio-political 
processes. Forcing such companies to flag manipulative content can be counterproductive. It can 
convince people already distrustful of the mainstream that the “hidden” or “banned” content is true. 
The best solution for social media companies is tailoring their algorithms to bury disinformation, or 
in other words show it to the least users possible. Facebook is currently engaged in in this process, 
however more social media companies should follow its example. Moreover, deleting well-known 
extremist accounts spreading disinformation and conspiracy theories could contribute to slashing the 
supply of manipulative narratives, which has to be done in smaller geographical settings (e.g., V4) as 
well. All efforts designed to counter political influencing and disinformation on social media must be 
enforced consistently across all platforms, in all languages available and irrespective of the political 
views expressed in any given post. Social media companies must also take strong action against non-
authentic accounts (e.g., bots and trolls using fake accounts).

• Euronews should be made available in basic TV packages in every EU member state in the local language 
to provide citizens with timely and accurate information on European affairs, including EU policies that 
affect their lives. The European Commission should increase the financial aid provided to the channel 
and ensure that the funds are spent in a transparent manner. Moreover, all local public broadcasters 
should be asked to incorporate a 30 minutes long daily EU news bulletin into their programmes. An 
independent international body (e.g. European Broadcasting Union) should be tasked with monitoring 
the impartiality of these programmes.

• Independent European media should pay more attention to EU-related topics and explain them to 
readers to increase public awareness of and knowledge about EU legislation and how it affects citizens’ 
lives.
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PRIVATE COMPANIES

• European companies should cooperate to stop advertising on disinformation websites (following the 
example of dekonspiratori.sk). Advertising on such portals might not only damage their brand – for 
example, the ads might be shown next to manipulative stories spreading hate against various social 
groups or certain types of companies  – but the success of Eurosceptic forces (that are praised on these 
websites) would also have a very negative effect on business if they ever got to implement their agenda 
in the EU. Therefore, the funding of sites that promote such views must be cut. Importantly, no dubious 
websites should be promoted on any platforms, including the Google Play Shop.

STRATEGIC COMMUNICATIONS
• Mainstream pro-EU actors must offer a positive counter-narrative to unite societies exposed to 

the divisive claims made by pro-Russian Eurosceptic actors. The mainstream should acknowledge 
the problems Europeans face and should offer short- and long-term solutions to these issues. The 
solutions should be explained briefly – they have to be tailored to the short attention span of the 
general population – and concisely. Simply shrugging off Eurosceptic policy solutions as impossible 
or impractical is not enough anymore. 

• The West should offer a strong counter-narrative to pro-Kremlin views being dispersed. It is not enough 
to dismiss Russian actions; the US and the Western alliance should clearly and concisely explain 
why it pursues the policies it does. For instance, in the case of Venezuela, it has to be explained that 
Nicolas Maduro breached all democratic norms when he installed the Constituent Assembly over the 
democratically-elected National Assembly simply because he did not like the election results. These 
actions are particularly needed in the EU’s immediate neighbourhood – Eastern Partnership countries 
and the Western Balkans.

• Western nations, including older EU member states and North America, should start cultivating intense 
relationships with the new EU member states from Eastern Europe, whose populations might feel like 
second rate citizens in the EU. The West should praise these countries for their achievements and their 
role in the Western alliance, while – naturally – also criticise them for possible anti-democratic steps. 

• Decision-makers and opinion-leaders should not overestimate Russia. By exaggerating Russia’s strength 
and potential, pro-EU forces can potentially make Russia more appealing to some of the electorate. 
Pro-EU forces should rather emphasise the weaknesses of Russia: unappealing wages, brutal social 
inequality, very low life expectancy and that Putin – just like EU member states during the economic 
crisis – had to implement harsh reforms to keep the Russian budget afloat.  

• Pro-EU actors could also utilise emerging influencers (YouTube, Instagram starts, sportsmen, etc.) to 
potentially communicate a pro-EU message to a part of the electorate that is likely highly apolitical. 
These channels could be used to disseminate messages on EU benefits that even affect those who stay 
away from any involvement in public affairs (e.g., free movement across member states) and use such 
topics to mobilise them to vote.
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1 There are two spellings for this area in English: Donbas and Donbass. The first is the more frequently used. Versus returned the exact same 
number of results for both spellings and the exact same articles.

We wanted to answer two basic questions in the frames of this research. First, we wanted to look at how Russia 
and topics concerning Russia are depicted in the 2019 EP election campaign in the V4. Second, we wanted to 
analyse how the EU and its institutions are depicted in pro-Kremlin media in the V4. To be able to put the 
regional narratives into a larger context – considering the fact that the V4 is not independent of all other 
EU member states – we researched how the same topic was depicted in the two main official Moscow-backed 
media outlets aimed at Western audiences: the English-language version of RT and Sputnik International.

We defined two sets of keywords for the media monitoring: (Russia AND [Ukraine OR Donbass1 OR 
Venezuela OR European Union]) and (EU AND election). The keywords were entered into the Versus media 
monitoring tool, where the media monitoring period was set to 15 March – 15 April to cover the run up to 
and the first couple of weeks of official electoral campaigns. We monitored the narratives on RT/Sputnik 
English. We added these two official Kremlin-backed media outlets for multiple reasons. First, they provide 
an insight into the Kremlin’s Europe-wide narratives. Second, the narratives spread on these can easily find 
their way into local pro-Kremlin media and Eurosceptic actors’ messages.

Moreover, all partners selected eight local pro-Kremlin media outlets based on their popularity and/or 
importance in spreading pro-Russian narratives locally. They entered the keywords translated to local lan-
guages. Subsequently, all partners carried out a narrative analysis of the contents the keywords returned. 
Finally, the narratives spread on RT/Sputnik English and local portals were compared to aid us in formulating 
policy recommendations on countering this threat.

INTRODUCTION

The Kremlin’s attempts to influence Western elections have been in the spotlight ever since the Brexit referen-
dum and the 2016 US presidential election. In both cases, Moscow used a wide range of active measures to 
generate chaos, discredit fact-based arguments and support outcomes that benefit Moscow’s geopolitical goals.

In the UK, the Kremlin helped amplify the voices of the Brexit campaign: according to an 89up research 
for the Culture, Media and Sport select committee of the House of Commons, the Moscow-financed outlets 
RT and Sputnik “had more reach on Twitter for anti-EU content than either Vote Leave or Leave.EU.”ii The 
report adds that the value of Russian state media outlets’ interference was between GBP 1.4 and 4.1 millioniii 

– a large sum considering that the campaign spending limit for the two official leave campaigns was GBP 
7 million each. In the US, the Kremlin aimed to popularise Donald Trump’s policies, discredit the Clinton 
campaign and demobilise the electorate by helping to create an antagonistic political environment. Russian 
intelligence hacked into DNC servers to use the information they found in Moscow’s disinformation and 
propaganda campaign in the US, which combined cyber warfare and sharp power tools.iv Moreover, Russia 
exploited Facebook’s paid advertisement system to increase the reach of its campaign, for instance by fo-
cusing efforts on key swing states.v

Since then, some authorities and political parties in potential target countries have tried to protect their 
elections against Russian interference (e.g., En Marche in France),vi while others fail or are unwilling to do 
so. The EU and the 2019 European Parliamentary elections are certainly potential targets for the 
Kremlin’s meddling efforts, which was acknowledged by European institutions well in advance,vii 
for instance in the EU’s Action Plan against Disinformation, published in December 2018.viii How-
ever, national – and not EU – authorities are responsible for monitoring and conducting the EP elections. On 
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the one hand, this creates opportunities for Russia to exploit vulnerabilities in local electoral systems and 
campaignsix in its efforts to influence the future composition of the European Parliament. On the other hand, 
the decentralised nature of EP elections also makes it technically more difficult to influence the overall results.

WHAT DOES RUSSIA STAND TO GAIN?

With the fall of the Soviet Union, Russia could no longer rival the United States in terms of influence over the 
international community, and the country saw itself as powerless in former areas of interest (e.g., Western 
Balkans). Moreover, the Vladimir Putin-led Kremlin perceived the expansion of Western institutions (e.g., 
NATO, EU) in the former Warsaw Pact countries as a threat to national (and regime) survival. Considering 
that an open confrontation of any sorts between Russia and the West is unlikely and that Moscow’s hybrid 
warfare toolkit is limited in EU and NATO member states, the Kremlin relies on soft and, more importantly, 
sharp power – distorting the political and information environments of democracies through confusion and 
manipulation – to achieve its goals in its relations with the West.x

Russia’s 2016 Foreign Policy Concept (FPC) supports the creation of a “polycentric system of international 
relations,” which is based on the premises that the West’s political and economic power “continues to dimin-
ish” and the “balance of military power between states and groups of states is changing.”xi Russia seeks 
to challenge today’s Western-dominated unipolar international system, which means that the 
Kremlin’s fundamental interest is weakening Western alliances, while creating its own economic 
and military integration projects. As far as the EU is concerned, the Kremlin’s FPC speaks rather clearly: 
Moscow wants to boost “mutually beneficial” bilateral relations with EU member states to advance “Russia’s 
national interests in European and world affairs.”xii Russia seeks to form a pro-Russian bloc within the EU that 
could effectively lobby for Russian interests in EU institutions. Albeit the FPC suggests the Kremlin focuses 
on national governments, Russian lobbying efforts in the EU would also benefit from a strong pro-Russian 
bloc in the European Parliament. Eurosceptic far-right and far-left parties have proven to be reliable partners 
of Moscow in the EP, consistently supporting the Kremlin’s interest with their votes,xiii so Moscow would 
naturally want to amplify their voice and influence over EU decisions. This, combined with the fact that the 
Kremlin could benefit from creating the illusion of having influenced European democratic processes, gives 
adequate reason for Russia to meddle in the EP elections. Nevertheless, Moscow will undoubtedly pay 
more attention to influencing national general elections than EP elections, as influencing EU 
decision-making through a pro-Russian blocking minority in the Council of the European Union 
is a more realistic goal than doing so in the European Parliament.

In Russian strategic documents,xiv information activities are a part of hybrid warfare’s non-military meas-
ures from the start of the conflict to its end.xv The manipulative use of information can play a role in coali-
tion-building through supporting the political opposition, strengthening the opposition, and political and 
diplomatic pressure (e.g., Lisa case). More concretely, in its efforts against the EU and the West, Russia 
wants to generate confusion about and discontent with the Western democratic institutional 
system and especially the mainstream media, discredit the EU/NATO, decrease their popularity 
and influence policy decisions.xvi However, Russia – in itself – is not enough to generate new di-
visions in Western societies and to reach a wide enough audience. Instead, it exploits existing 
divisions and enlists the help of local Eurosceptic, pro-Russian parties to spread the Kremlin’s 
messages.xvii Pro-Russian right-wing populist parties in France and Germany (National Rally and Alterna-
tive for Germany [AfD], respectively) posted the most and generated the most engagements on Facebook in 
the first three months of 2019.xviii Thus, the Kremlin’s narratives can increase their outreach through these 
actors considerably.

Disinformation seeks to change the opinion and behaviour of the target country’s population by de-
scribing the world in terms of being either black or white and building on people’s prejudices. Manipulative 
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information, often combined with political, economic and cultural efforts, is aimed at putting “democratic 
pressure” on decision-makers to implement policies benefitting the actor disseminating manipulative infor-
mation and propaganda,xix which essentially restricts the manoeuvring space of states, public and private 
actors. Disinformation campaigns sometimes describe the disseminator’s solutions as logical, effective and 
following the national interest, while the target’s policies are depicted as ineffective and beholden to foreign 
interests. A more sophisticated and frequently used variant of such efforts is when the disseminator refrains 
from convincing the target audience about the merits of its own policies, and instead focuses on depicting all 
other options as harmful, turning the target towards the “correct” interpretation only indirectly.xx A good 
example of such democratic pressure is that anti-EU actors, due to a combination of tangible problems and 
manipulative information campaigns (e.g., Lisa case) on the issue, have succeeded in pushing mainstream 
immigration policy towards more restrictive solutions.

The exact effect of Russian disinformation on public opinion and thus the outcome of elections is very 
hard to establish. As far as traditional soft power is concerned, the Kremlin has largely failed: the country’s 
image deteriorated since the annexation of Crimea. However, it has been very successful, at least in Hungary, 
in “creating the illusion of near omnipotence in influencing Western policy processes, changing electoral 
outcomes and replacing leaders.”xxi It is unlikely that this effect is strictly confined to Hungary. What we also 
suspect based on a Political Capital survey on Hungarian public opinion is that the European population 
might be open to several geopolitical narratives spread by the Kremlin (e.g., the US is using the EU to force 
its will on other countries, the CIA is behind Euromaidan)xxii – once again, this is unlikely to be specific to 
this country. The results of the survey found that around one-third of respondents were neutral on multiple 
pro-Russian statements, meaning that they both agreed and disagreed with them.xxiii Moreover, successive 
Globsec Trends surveys have shown that large layers of V4 societies are, first, unsure whether their coun-
tries geopolitically belong to the East or the West and, second, that they are prone to believing in conspiracy 
theories.xxiv These undecided individuals are the ones who can be influenced by Russia’s anti-West 
propaganda and to whom Russia’s perceived omnipotence can be appealing. It is certain that the 
Kremlin is trying to capitalise on the situation: research such as the one conducted by 89up shows 
that the Kremlin can make a considerable contribution to the public debate on important issues, 
which constitutes a threat to the West.

WHAT FACTORS ARE HELPING DISINFORMATION TO SPREAD?

The media has been a critical political tool ever since its infancy, which allowed politics to permeate people’s 
daily lives. Thus, the media became an agent capable of setting the day to day political agenda. This process 
only accelerated in the 21st century, essentially allowing anyone to open multiple social media accounts, blogs 
or even websites, whose contents in most countries are not as strictly regulated as those in traditional media. 
Consequently, almost anyone can play a role in formulating the political agenda nowadays. 

As more and more citizens, especially the youth, are gaining information on public affairs from 
online media, the proliferation of disinformation on the internet, on alternative websites and 
sometimes even mainstream media is becoming an increasingly grave threat. The problem can be 
aggravated by one key feature of online life: many online search engines and social media algorithms are 
designed to “prioritise like-minded content and content that conforms to already existing preferences.”xxv 
Therefore, the algorithms might shield users from “counter-attitudinal” information, creating an echo cham-
ber reinforcing the previous beliefs of individuals, potentially further polarising societies.xxvi

Disinformation can spread quite quickly on social networks: in the 2016 US presidential election campaign, 
Russia-backed content reached 29 million Facebook users directly, and over 126 million in total.xxvii There 
are multiple factors that could help the dissemination of online disinformation – and not just on 
social media – massively. The first two are bots and trolls. Bots are automated accounts that can be 
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used for generating various types of online contents, including disinformation. For instance, bots can be set 
to retweet given hashtags to amplify pro-Russian messages, but they can also influence the online conversa-
tion in other ways, for instance by downvoting certain posts to hide them and upvoting them to make them 
more visible.xxviii According to the US cybersecurity firm SafeGuard Cyber, Russian bots are doing exactly 
what they are designed to do in the EP election campaign: namely, they are promoting extremist content 
(often produced by Eurosceptic parties). As a result – says SafeGuard – more than half of European could 
have seen some form of disinformation in the campaign.xxix Trolls, which are also adequate for amplifying 
the visibility of pro-Russian messages, are humans using fake social media accounts seeking to provoke other 
users and support an actor’s goals through aggressive communications. Trolls usually post controversial 
comments online to generate attention and provoke a response, then wait for someone to post opposing 
views in a reply. Afterwards, trolls post replies deviating from the topic and make the discussion antagonistic, 
creating the impression of a discussion between “differing” views on various topics, which legitimises and 
promotes the positions of hostile actors (e.g., Russia). The NATO StratCom COE distinguishes five types of 
trolls: “conspiracy trolls” that encourage distrust; “bikini trolls” using attractive profile pictures to engage 
targets; “aggressive trolls” coercing people into leaving discussions; “Wikipedia trolls,” who edit pages in a 
way beneficial to the Kremlin; and “attachment trolls” that link pro-Russian content. Trolls are much harder 
to recognise than bots because they are human users, although their activity can help: they are more likely 
to post inflammatory content, swear and use negative words, and they also use less conciliatory language 
(e.g., could, perhaps, etc.).xxx 

Another key social media feature is that their algorithms prioritise content that already re-
ceived more engagements, as people are more likely to keep using the site if they see posts with numerous 
likes, retweets, etc. More engagements on social media posts can be generated by bots and trolls, 
but the human factor is important as well: people are more likely to react to contents that play on 
their existing fears, so inflammatory tweets will generate more reactions. Afterwards, the technical 
side takes over, and algorithms start showing such content to more users, helping the spread of propaganda 
and disinformation.xxxi
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Considering the factors listed above, we have reason to believe that as a way to better represent 
its national interests with regards to the EU, Russia possesses a desire and the ability (using 
current 21st century technologies) to influence the upcoming EP elections– although it must be 
noted that national general elections are more likely targets. Thus, we set out to examine the nar-
ratives the Kremlin is using in the EP election campaign to influence Western audiences, paying particular 
attention to the V4, whose democracies are not as resilient to external authoritarian and internal populist 
influence as some further to the West. Based on our findings, we formulated policy recommendations and 
advice on strategic communications that could be used to contain and counter Moscow’s efforts to meddle 
in elections worldwide.

THE OFFICIAL KREMLIN-BACKED NARRATIVES IN THE WEST

Using the two keyword combinations, the queries return a total of 446 articles from the RSS feeds of the 
two main English-language Kremlin-backed media outlets (RT, Sputnik International). The vast majority of 
articles spread disinformation or wrote in a propagandistic manner about the European Union in general, 
the upcoming EP elections and contemporary international events. However, it was also clear that the EU 
was only the Kremlin’s public enemy number two, while the US and NATO were Russia’s main targets.

Not all articles attempted to shed a positive light on Russia; many wrote about Russia neutrally while 
spreading anti-West narratives and several of them targeted the European Union. Albeit many of the an-
ti-West articles write favourably of Russia, the two sentiments do not overlap completely; and many Euro-
sceptic articles did not even mention Russia. This reinforces the theory that Russian disinformation 
does not necessarily want to directly promote the policy choices of the Kremlin, and instead it 
often settles for discrediting all other options. Another important takeaway is that the narra-
tives on some important events mentioned in the articles were remarkably consistent, suggesting 
that in some cases Moscow wants to promote a very particular interpretation of events. However, 
this is certainly not a universal truth, as in February the two outlets claimed both that the US left the INF 
treaty to reach a new agreement on the issue with Russia and other countries, including China, xxxii and 

Figure 1: Illustration of the popularity of two narratives about the Toronto terror attack in 2018. The two claims were made by two eyewitnesses, 
tweeted by the same journalist. People - due to prejudices - engaged more with the one describing the perpetrator as „Middle Eastern.” The false 
account thus started to spread, while the accurate one was barely seen by users. Source: Brookings.edu. https://twitter.com/brookingsinst/stat
us/994315830346375171?lang=en 
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that the US refuses to sign a new INF-like deal with Russia and other countries – although Washington’s 
alleged goal was the same in both articles, “reasserting global hegemony.”xxxiii Nevertheless, our findings 
from the research period in question have shown that besides sowing confusion, the Kremlin is 
also interested to a certain degree in persuasion through manipulation. In the latter case, we can 
talk about Kremlin-backed political communication campaigns on topics concerning key Russian interests.

THE ENCIRCLEMENT OF RUSSIA

The very core of the Kremlin’s narrative is that the United States, NATO or the West in general 
is trying to encircle the country in preparation for an attack against Moscow. In the period under 
examination, NATO’s 70th anniversary offered a good chance for pro-Kremlin media to discredit the alliance 
and question the very reason for its existence. For Moscow-backed media, NATO is the threat and Russia is 
the innocent bystander.

The Russian narrative states that NATO’s wars and eastwards expansion prove it is not a defensive alliance, 
and that the so-called Russian threat exists because “NATO has gone right up to its borders.”xxxiv Former 
OSCE Parliamentary Assembly Vice President Willy Wimmer told RT that NATO broke away from interna-
tional law and will “destroy Europe” by “opening up a new front against Russia.”xxxv According to the Kremlin, 
Russia has even made numerous unfruitful attempts to join NATO. It was refused solely because of Western 
aversion to Russia despite the latter’s good intentions.xxxvi The “untold” story of Russian attempts to join 
the Western alliance are not even that untold: Putin talked about it as a possibility on the BBC in 2000.xxxvii 
Russian disinformation frequently tries to discredit NATO as a security risk. Sputnik called on Die 
Linke’s Alexander Neu to tell readers that NATO is obsolete, it is moving increasingly towards confrontation 
and thus it should be replaced with a security alliance including Russia.xxxviii

Russia heavily condemned NATO for its involvement in Serbia in 1998-1999, promoting Serbian radical 
politician Vojislav Seselj’s views comparing the NATO and EU to Nazis,xxxix but offering very little substantial 
evidence for the comparison. The US was also accused of launching an illegal war against Venezuela to test 
new military strategies.xl Donald Trump’s decision to recognise Israel’s sovereignty over the Golan Heights 
was also featured heavily. Sputnikxli and RTxlii frequently listed UN Security Council resolutions that Trump’s 
decision breaches, calling viewer’s attention to the fact that the US is in breach of international law, unlike 
Russia.

The Kremlin has listed numerous (alleged) international law violations committed by NATO or 
the US, but there is one case where the word “international law” is completely missing: Ukraine. 
Russian narratives consistently claim that the Crimean referendum complied with international treatiesxliii 
and the results were “consistent with all previous internationally recognised voting patterns.”xliv Ukraine – 
according to the Kremlin – is another chapter in Western provocations against Russia. Sputnik and RT only 
disseminated the views of politicians whose views are in line with Moscow’s. For instance, AfD’s Gunnar 
Lindemann told Sputnik that the EU’s sanctions regime – implemented in the wake of the Crimean referen-
dum, the downing of MH-17 and the Kerch incident – damages cooperation with Russia and puts jobs at risk, 
so they should be “lifted as soon as possible.”xlv

Overall, Russia seeks to convey the message that the West is the real threat, which is trying to 
surround Russia through expanding its integrative organisations, primarily NATO. They suggest 
NATO (and even the EU) is controlled solely by Washington, completely ignoring evidence to the con-
trary, such as the Iraq warxlvi or Germany’s refusal to grant Georgia fast-track NATO membership.xlvii121 In 
the Kremlin’s narrative, NATO is not a defensive organisation, it does not ever acknowledge that the bloc’s 
members are only obliged to defend each other if one of them is attacked, which is “proven” by NATO’s illegal 
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wars. RT and Sputnik makes NATO look like a war machine ready to attack Russia whenever Washington 
wants to, which is then used to justify the Kremlin’s own aggressive interference in world affairs.

EUROSCEPTICISM

Eurosceptic narratives focused much less on Russia and much more on the Kremlin’s European 
allies – primarily Italian Minister of Interior Matteo Salvini, National Rally’s Marine Le Pen, Brexiteer Nigel 
Farage and Hungarian PM Viktor Orbán. The narratives aim at discrediting the EU as an overly bureaucratic, 
non-democratic organisation disregarding traditional values. Not all articles on the EU were Eurosceptic: 
a relatively prevalent narrative tried to emphasise the vast differences between US and European 
interests (e.g., Golan Heights, Nord Stream 2), favouring EU cooperation with Russia instead of 
the US.xlviii

Kremlin-backed media discussed Salvini’s new initiative, the European Alliance for People and Nations 
(EAPN) in detail. They reported on the preparations for Salvini’s campaign launch in Milan on 8 April, claim-
ing that 15-20 European nations would be represented on it.xlix When only four right-wing parties turned up 
to the event to sign an agreement, Sputnik simply copied a statement by the Danish People’s Party’s Joerg 
Meuthen, claiming that by 18 April they would have 10 new signees.l Both RT and Sputnik visibly tried to 
exaggerate the potential of the Eurosceptic alliance throughout the monitored period, making Salvini’s 
alliance look like a force capable of “winning” the EP election, as Marine Le Pen said.li

Kremlin-backed media claims one of the main failures of the EU is dealing with the threat of migrationlii 
and it depicts Moscow-backed parties as the solution; they will build a “better and safer Europe.”liii Sputnik 
quoted Hungarian Prime Minister Orbán’s words on what’s at stake at the election: the fight between pro- 
and anti-immigration forces will define the future of “Christian European culture.”liv The portals also refuted 
Orbán’s messages concerning “out of touch Brussels bureaucrats” who send “diktats” to Hungary on what 
should happen in the country.lv The Kremlin promotes the view that the Brussels elites, who made the EU a 

“nightmare,” have to be replaced.lvi

Russian-backed media outlets’ narrative suggests that the EU essentially rules countries, which is proven 
by the fact that British politicians, after ceding control to Brussels, have forgotten how to govern. The re-
sults of this are the proliferation of “gender quota women” and “human rights industry lawyers.”lvii The EU 
has also allegedly failed to provide prosperity to its people, as the Brussels-imposed economic system only 
serves multinational corporations. The Euro is made out to be one of the worst offenders: it is responsible 
for poverty in and emigration from Italy. Sputnik advocated for setting up a “Mechanism for a Coordinated 
Pull-Out From Eurozone”lviii – countries leaving the Eurozone would, no doubt, cause serious chaos on the 
continent, which could then be exploited by Russia.

The EU, from the view of Moscow’s allies, is “not about democracy but rule by democrats,” who are aiming 
to “have the whole of Europe run from Brussels.”lix Kremlin-backed outlets often emphasised that the most 
serious way this thinking materialises is that “EU law trumps ours.”lx Populist politicians, experts on RT 
and Sputnik advocate for a “Europe of Nations,” a concept based on unanimous decision-making in the EU, 
a weaker role for the European Parliament and the prioritisation of national law over EU legislation. Such a 
European model, although unlikely to be ever implemented, would give Moscow much more influence over 
EU decision-making processes through its “mutually beneficial” relations with its allies. Nevertheless, the 
Kremlin promotes the concept in hope of helping like-minded Eurosceptic parties form a blocking minority 
in EU institutions.

Kremlin-backed media completely disregards discussing how EU decision-making actually functions, re-
frains from writing about the benefits of European integration and very rarely features independent experts 
and pro-EU voices in its coverage about EU affairs. On these portals, the EU looks more like a dictatorial, 
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centralised empire instead of an international organisation with supranational and intergovern-
mental elements where states and directly elected MEPs are key decision-making actors.

OTHER IMPORTANT PRO-RUSSIAN NARRATIVES

The Mueller report was concluded during the period under examination. Sputnik and RT interpret-
ed the results as a complete vindication, concluding that “Russian involvement with the Trump 
administration was essentially disproven.”lxi Thus, Russian-backed media depicted all the allegations as 
a liberal plot against Trump, involving disinformation spread by mainstream media,lxii overlooking that the 
Mueller report confirmed Moscow interfered with the 2016 US presidential election.lxiii RT also claimed that 
the EU mainstream is trying to blame their faltering popularity on Russian electoral interference instead of 
working on connecting with the people they allegedly represent.lxiv

The case of Venezuela was another issue when Kremlin-backed media put Russia on the moral 
high ground, claiming that they are supporting the “legitimate [Venezuelan] government under 
constitutionally elected Maduro” against Washington’s coup attempt seeking to make Juan Guaido 
the acting president of Venezuela.lxv RT quoted Russian Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov, who said his country 
objected to the US practice of “meddling with the Western Hemisphere’s shared goals of democracy, security, 
and the rule of law.”lxvi The outlets never mentioned the fact that Maduro created a Constituent Assembly to 
suppress the powers of the opposition-led National Assembly or that his regime has jailed numerous prom-
inent opposition leaders.lxvii Moscow almost exclusively promoted Nicolas Maduro’s views on the situation, 
blaming US sanctions against Venezuela – and not the economic mismanagement of successive Chavez and 
Maduro governments – for the economic crisis in the country.lxviii Accordingly, Moscow supported Caracas’s 
rejection of aid offered to the country by the US and its allies,lxix claiming that Washington wanted to arm 
the Venezuelan opposition with the aid of the humanitarian convoy.lxx EU member states supporting Guaido 
were also criticised frequently.

RT and Sputnik also discussed democratic norms in the West, especially in the context of Julian 
Assange’s arrest just a few days before the end of the monitoring period. One article suggests that – first 
things first – Assange was kicked out of the Ecuadorian embassy because of US pressure, and the country 
was rewarded with a USD 4.2 billion loan for it.lxxi RT quoted Slavoj Zizek as saying that Ecuador was under 

“terrible” US pressure.lxxii Later articles argued that the arrest was a blow to press freedomlxxiii and that As-
sange is a political prisoner.lxxiv One article claimed that although there are “human rights abuses” in China, 
Russia and “perhaps” Venezuela, the Assange case is a violation of his human rights.lxxv Consequently, the 
Western public will not be informed on the shady backroom deals of the elite.lxxvi Russia, in this case, was 
not trying to suggest its political system is more democratic than the West’s and instead only 
claimed that the latter is just as bad.

Last, but not least, RT and Sputnik wrote about Brexit developments relatively often. The vast majority 
of these articles were neutral reports on Theresa May’s negotiations with EU representatives and her own 
party in Westminster. However, some articles are clearly pushing British opinion to support Brexit to avoid 

“surrendering” control to the EU,lxxvii to get free of the “shackles” of the European superstatelxxviii and to be 
allowed to conclude free trade deals with the US, Chinalxxix and Russia.lxxx In case the UK partook in the 
EP elections, Kremlin-backed media started to push the Brexit Partylxxxi and UKIPlxxxii as the best 
choices for the British electorate in the vote to deliver Brexit.
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2  These are printed dailies only distributed in a given Hungarian county.

3  We use the term ‘government-controlled’ for outlets that are either a part of KESMA or are owned by pro-government oligarchs. We chose this 
term because these outlets are neither completely government-run nor independent media. However, there is information available suggesting 
that government ministries have a direct connection to the editorial rooms of these outlets and give them directions on how to report key 
issues. For example, please see: https://www.theguardian.com/world/2018/apr/13/hungary-journalists-state-tv-network-migrants-viktor-
orban-government

Hungary is in a special position within the European Union: it has one of the most fervently anti-EU govern-
ments among member states, which – at the same time – has drifted very close to Russia, and it is the only EU 
government that spreads its own disinformation narratives through a large, centrally controlledlxxxiii media 
empire that covers as much as 100% of certain segments on the media market. For instance, all local printed 
dailies2 are in the hands of the Central European Press and Media Foundation (KESMA), an organisation led 
by Fidesz-loyalist Gábor Liszkay, encompassing over 470 media outlets.lxxxiv As a consequence, many Hungar-
ian fringe pro-Kremlin and Kremlin-backed disinformation portals have disappeared or ceased operation 
in the country,lxxxv although some remain. Consequently, pro-Russian views – or opinions that are in 
line with Russian interests – are mainly spread by government-controlled media, including the 
public broadcaster.lxxxvi In Hungary, the eight local portals analysed consist of four mainstream govern-
ment-controlled portals3 and four pro-Russian fringe outlets.

EUROSCEPTICISM IN THE SPOTLIGHT: TRADITIONAL VALUES VS 
SOROS’S MULTICULTURALISM

The central topic on Hungarian portals analysed by Political Capital was Euroscepticism, focusing on the 
migration crisis. There were no differences on this issue between messages spread on government-controlled 
and fringe pro-Kremlin portals.

The main premise of anti-EU narratives in Hungary is that the EP election is a contest between 
pro- and anti-migration forces, the supporters of multiculturalism and the advocates of Chris-
tianity.lxxxvii “If pro-immigration forces won on 26 May, even more Brussels, even more illegal immigrants 
could be expected” – wrote the government-controlled portal 888.hu.lxxxviii The EU is supposedly on the path of 
inclusion, migration, and the “self-destruction of Christian culture.”lxxxix Allegedly, European bureaucrats, 
spurred on by George Soros and his so-called NGO network, are doing everything in their power 
to “legalise migration” and convince people that Europe needs migrants. The PM’s national secu-
rity advisor György Bakondi even claimed on the Public Broadcaster (MTVA) that “the leaders of European 
bureaucracy have already stated there is no illegal migration, so protecting the borders is unnecessary, and 
even the existing fences have to be torn down.”xc Two very important issues emerged as alleged proof for the 
gravity of the migration threat and Brussels’s hand in it. First, the government, based on claims made by a 
government-controlled think tank, claimed that “migrant caravans” are forming in Greece, getting ready to 
enter the EU.xci Second, after “Hassan F.” – a suspected ISIS member – was arrested in Budapest, authorities 
claimed to have found a nameless blue credit card on him, which was distributed to refugees in Greece. In the 
government’s rhetoric, this became the “migrant card,” which is given to migrants by the UN and to which 
the EU transfers EUR 500 every month.xcii In fact, the so-called “migrant caravan” was not even able to cross 
the Greek border into Macedonia,xciii while refugees receive way less than 500 EUR a month on the nameless 
cards, which can only be used in Greece.xciv The outlets in question also misinformed readers about the 
EU’s institutional system, claiming for instance that EU treaties do not detail special legislative 
procedures – which are used for decisions on migration, among others – and they are decided on 
a case by case basis.xcv In contrast, the special legislative procedures are detailed in the treaties for every 
policy area requiring such a vote, and some migration issues are decided in an ordinary legislative procedure.xcvi

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2018/apr/13/hungary-journalists-state-tv-network-migrants-viktor-orban-government
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2018/apr/13/hungary-journalists-state-tv-network-migrants-viktor-orban-government
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Both government-controlledxcvii and fringexcviii portals promoted the creation of Matteo Salvini’s 
EAPN, and basically the same quotes RT and Sputnik found to be important: Hungarian articles also 
emphasised that Salvini wants to give back control to nation states because the EU is currently a “nightmare.” 
888 also happily promoted Nigel Farage’s return to British and European politics.xcix In Hungarian outlets, 
Viktor Orbán was in the spotlight of attention. A vast number of Hungarian articles focused on Viktor 
Orbán’s seven-point EP electoral program promising to take back control from Brussels bureau-
crats, abolishing “migrant cards” and banning discrimination against Christians.c The key in the 
narratives in Hungary is “sovereignty”: Brussels is trying to take it away from nation states, which can be 
only be stopped by “sovereignist” forces, including Salvini, Farage, Le Pen and Orbán. The EPP, the Hungarian 
ruling party’s European party family, is not considered one of these, as it has allegedly been compromised 
by pro-immigration parties and gave up on “Christian values.”ci

The Hungarian government has used disinformation for years to keep migration on the very 
top of the Hungarian political agenda for years, which played an essential role in maintaining 
Fidesz’s popularity, and its strategy did not change in the 2019 EP election campaign. Fidesz’s 
anti-EU narrative is the result of the party’s increasing ideological drift to the far right, where its real allies 
are nowadays, and that of domestic political factors as well. The Hungarian government has used the above-
mentioned narratives to create an alternative reality where it and its allies are fighting the evil Soros-led, 
socialist, anti-Christian, multicultural Brussels for freedom and real national sovereignty to avoid being 
turned into a multicultural home for (Muslim) immigrants. Disinformation helps the government create 
this world: it maintains the perception of an impending threat, divides the European and domestic political 
environment into two antagonistic halves – pro- and anti-immigration camps – and puts all actors in one 
of the clearly divided categories, and misrepresents the capabilities of external actors to make them look 
powerful enough to implementing the conspiracy. The EU-related narratives of RT/Sputnik and the 
Hungarian portals under examination match not only in terms of who they support, but also in 
depicting the contemporary EU as a new Soviet Union, not a cooperative project of willing mem-
bers. The one important difference between the Kremlin-backed websites and Hungarian ones is that the 
latter focuses much more on the European Union.
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UKRAINE IN THE FOCUS

In contrast to RT and Sputnik, Hungarian pro-government portals rarely criticised NATO, as 
the Hungarian government refrains from this as well, and mainly praised the military alliance. 
Thus, anti-NATO narratives in Hungary are relegated mostly to less popular pro-Kremlin portals. 
However, there are a few exceptions. The Public Broadcaster’s (MTVA) website reported on Russian Deputy 
Foreign Minister Alexander Grushko’s interview with Ria Novosti, saying that NATO was “unprecedentedly 
active” near Russian borders, which Russia considers a step that threatens its interest.cii MTVA did not make 
any attempts to balance the views expressed by Grushko. The same article was featured on other govern-
ment-controlled sites (888, Origo) and on the fringe website Orosz Hírek. The government-controlled Magyar 
Nemzet condemned the West for exaggerating fears against Russia and for blaming Moscow for the rise 
of Salvini’s League or Strache’s Freedom Party of Austria (FPÖ). The article added that the Mueller report 
found the Trump campaign had not colluded with Russia,ciii but disregards the fact that it found evidence 
of Moscow’s electoral interference. This interpretation of the Mueller report’s findings was present on other 
articles on government-controlled portals as well, and it was the only interpretation spread by fringe portals.

Articles condemning NATO or the West for breaching international law were relatively scarce, but fringe 
sites did push such narratives from time to time. News Front, for instance, quoted Russian Foreign Minister 
Segei Lavrov as saying that the US openly interferes with the internal affairs of other countries, but its “blitz-
krieg coup” in Venezuela had failed.civ Balrad.ru was rather active in discussing the situation in Venezuela. 
The portal praised the legitimate government of Nicolas Maduro, condemned the US for its “imperialistic 
actions” and its interference in other countries’ internal affairs.cv Bal-rad quoted Konstantin Blokhin’s views, 
an analyst at the Russia Academy of Science’s Security Policy Center. Blokhin said that the US wants to or-
chestrate a coup in Venezuela, and Cuba and Nicaragua will be next.cvi Just like official Russian media, these 
portals also overlooked Maduro’s role in the Venezuelan crisis.

Ukraine, however, was certainly in the spotlight of the media outlets analysed in this study. Hungarian 
media, including government-controlled and fringe pro-Kremlin outlets, closely followed the Ukrainian 
presidential election. An article published by Origo claimed that Ukrainian presidential candidates 
rarely talk about the opposition between different ethnic groups and went on to introduce them. 
The article was neutral on Zelensky and Timoshenko, very negative on Petro Poroshenko, but very 
positive on Jurij Bojko. The latter was allegedly the only candidate who discussed the issue of mi-
norities in depth and not adversely. Origo even added that Boiko is called the “Russian candidate” 
simply because he is not hostile enough towards minorities.cvii The fringe portal Orosz Hírekcviii and 
Origocix both mentioned that Gazprom CEO Alexei Miller and Russian PM Dmitry Medvedev met Boiko to 
discuss a new long-term gas deal with Ukraine. Russia allegedly offered Boiko natural gas for 25% less than 
the price of Western-supplied resources. This could have been published on a government-controlled portal 
due to the fact that it is in line with the Hungarian government’s claim that it is worth it to have pragmatic 
economic ties with Russia because it might bring considerable advantages to the country.

Hungarian media also quoted the head of the Hungarian National Assembly’s foreign policy committee, 
Zsolt Németh, on Ukraine saying, “Ukraine needs such a peace with Russia that allows for the Western inte-
gration on Ukraine.” Németh not only failed to mention Russia’s responsibility for the situation in Ukraine, 
he even stated that Ukraine’s Western integration is currently impossible because “in legal terms, the state 
of human rights and minority rights within it are at their nadir in Ukraine.cx Ukraine’s recent education law 
that restricts minorities’ rights to education on their native language has been one of the main issues in 
Hungarian-Ukrainian bilateral relations, and this issue was at the centre of Hungarian media’s narrative on 
the Ukrainian presidential election as well. Sometimes these articles not only blamed Ukraine for the 
situation, but also the West and the EU. MEP Andrea Bocskor emphasised that “to aid Ukraine’s Euro-
pean integration, the EP is willing to look the other way for instance in the case of smaller infringements on 
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minority rights, so it is not urging changes helping national minorities living in Ukraine.”cxi They never men-
tioned that the EU accepted Hungary’s assessment of the Ukrainian education law back in December 2017.cxii

While government-controlled portals focused on the Hungarian minority, fringe portals discussed other 
issues: they were celebrating the fifth anniversary of the annexation of Crimea,cxiii claiming that the Crimean 
referendum was the “materialisation of people’s will” and it is the West who disregards democratic values 
by deeming the referendum illegal.cxiv For them, Ukraine is the only one to blame for the situation in the 
Donbas as well, accusing Kiev of deliberately hindering talks ongoing in Minsk.cxv

THE MEDIA OF PERCEIVED NATIONAL INTEREST AND PRO-KREMLIN 
PORTALS

The majority of articles related to government-controlled portals, with Euroscepticism as a notable exception, 
were neutral, but pro-Russian narratives or ones that seem to support Russian interests have still found their 
way onto these websites. On Ukraine, government-controlled portals clearly followed the Orbán regime’s 
rhetoric and did not make any attempt to balance this narrative, which bears similarities to Russian claims 
and does little to help the Hungarian community in Ukraine – although Hungary’s criticism is not unfound-
ed.cxvi These portals were neutral on Venezuela and the Golan Heights, for instance, as Hungary supports both 
Juan Guaido and Israel. Government-controlled media simply follows the Hungarian government’s foreign 
policy preferences and rhetoric. It is not uncommon for these outlets to spread the Russian interpretations 
of events, sometimes even quoting RT/Sputnik articles directly,cxvii and the Kremlin is very rarely criticised 
by them. As government-controlled outlets are mainstream portals with a considerable outreach, 
disinformation in Hungary has the potential to reach vast layers of Hungarian society, which 
can create a permanent, strong demand for alternative narratives in the country. Moreover, Árpád 
Habony, the prime minister’s informal advisor, has launched a London-based English-language news agen-
cy largely focusing on news on the Visegrád region (V4NA), which is tasked with disseminating the Orbán 
government’s views internationally.cxviii It could serve as a source of disinformation for Eurosceptic/fringe 
portals over the entire continent and further amplify the narratives described in this chapter.

Meanwhile, fringe pro-Russian portals are pushing the Kremlin’s narratives not just on the EU and Ukraine, 
but on other topics as well. Due to the fact that Hungarian mainstream government-controlled outlets are 
also spreading manipulative information, the importance of pro-Kremlin portals is marginal in the country. 
Nevertheless, they still have a visible following and support the government’s domestic and foreign policies 
in numerous cases. Their presence can easily become a threat if a future Hungarian government 
stops disseminating disinformation and conspiracy theories, as the demand generated by years 
of central propaganda will find its supply on these pro-Kremlin sites.
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The activity of pro-Russian media outlets in Slovakia in the period before European Parliament 
(EP) elections was marked by the cultivation of a negative perception of the European Union and 
its individual institutions. Specifically, pro-Russian media outlets in Slovakia blamed the EU for 
bad intentions and inappropriate policies allegedly causing problems in member states, supporting 
local and foreign politicians who express their sharp opposition to the EU and criticizing politi-
cians who, on the contrary, support the bloc. At the same time, these media outlets shed a positive light 
on Russia, which is depicted as a country that responsibly fulfils its international commitments and seeks 
to stabilize the international order.

THE PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION AND ITS IMPLICATIONS

In March-April 2019, the main political topic in Slovakia was the presidential election campaign (elections 
were held on 16 and 30 March – the first and second round, respectively), the individual candidates’ profiles, 
their value orientations and foreign policy preferences, and the interpretation of election results and their 
implications. The high frequency of the term “elections” in some pro-Russian media in the aforementioned 
period was therefore related to the presidential election instead of the upcoming EP elections. This fact, 
however, changed nothing in pro-Russian media’s attitude to the European Union – they por-
trayed it as an entity hostile to Slovakia, imposing its own policies on the country, which brings 
only problems and distorts “traditional” social life (cultural patterns, moral values, family models, 
lifestyles, etc.).

In general, EU-related issues constituted a visible part of the country’s public discourse, including that 
which pertained to the presidential election.

Pro-Russian media attributed negative characteristics to presidential candidates who stressed 
the importance of Slovakia‘s membership in the EU; trying to discredit them in various ways. They 
mainly attacked Zuzana Čaputová, who eventually won the elections. From the point of view of pro-Kremlin 
media, Čaputová embodied the “evil coming from Brussels” as she spoke unambiguously in support of Slo-
vakia’s membership in the EU and emphasized its multiple benefits. She was portrayed as an “ultraliberal” 
supporting same-sex partnerships and approving the adoption of children by gay and lesbian couples. Some 
pro-Russian outlets were spreading gossips about her alleged Jewish origin.

Prior to the first round of elections, pro-Kremlin media had also criticized another strong candidate, Maroš 
Šefčovič, vice president of the European Commission, presenting him as a typical Brussels bureaucrat who 
prefers EU interests over those of Slovakia.

These media clearly supported two others, the so-called “anti-systemic” (anti-liberal democrat-
ic) and openly pro-Russian candidates – former Chairman of the Supreme Court Štefan Harabin, who 
was harshly attacking the EU, and leader of the fascist party ĽSNS Marian Kotleba, who called for Slovakia’s 
withdrawal from the Union. As neither Harabin nor Kotleba reached the second round of the election (Zu-
zana Čaputová qualified for the second round with a considerable lead over second-placed Maroš Šefčovič), 
pro-Russian media found themselves in a difficult situation. They had to deal with the dilemma of who they 
should be leaning towards. Some of them solved this dilemma by considering Šefčovič as the “lesser evil” since 
he tried to appeal to the voters of Harabin and Kotleba with conservative, Christian, national and socially 
resonating messages. The attitude of these media revealed that in the duel of two officially pro-European 
candidates, EU Commissioner Šefčovič was perceived as a less pro-EU and therefore more acceptable person 
than lawyer and civic activist Čaputová.
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The target of continuous sharp criticism of pro-Russian media in the period under review was 
incumbent President Andrej Kiska, among other things due to his clear pro-European stances that 
he openly expressed ever since his inauguration as a head of the state. At the end of March 2019, 
Andrej Kiska made a farewell visit to Brussels, where he met with the President of the European Council 
Donald Tusk and the President of the European Commission Jean-Claude Juncker. This meeting served to 
pro-Russian media as an excuse for further attacks on the outgoing head of the state.cxix

IN SUPPORT OF EUROSCEPTIC FORCES

Slovak pro-Russian media informed citizens about the activities of Eurosceptic/Europhobic, nationalist and 
anti-migrant political forces and their efforts to coordinate their campaign against the EU with undisguised 
sympathy. These media outlets did not miss the meeting of Matteo Salvini, Italian minister of 
interior and leader of the Lega party, with the chairman of the Czech right-populist xenophobic 
party SPD Tomio Okamura.cxx The meeting served to demonstrate the unification of “pro-national” 
forces throughout Europe against the “dictatorial” Brussels. Pro-Russian media reported positively 
on the announcement of Finnish Eurosceptic Foreign Minister Timo Soini, the former chairman of the Finns 
party, that he was leaving politics and not running in the EP elections. He said that “Where the European 
Union is, there are problems. I am not part of this problem.”cxxi

EU decisions were automatically questioned and criticized by Slovak pro-Russian media re-
gardless of what policies were discussed. For example, the EP’s decision to enforce copyright laws on 
the internet were labelled as the “introduction of censorship.” Pro-Russian media criticized party groups in 
the EP that supported this decision.

Pro-Kremlin media presented the case of a detained Syrian citizen suspected of being a member of ISIS, 
who committed crimes in his country, and on whom an anonymous debit card was discovered, which was 
distributed in the framework of a joint EU-UN project for refugees in Greece as a confirmation of the fact 
that the EU is unable to control migrants coming to Europe. This case allegedly meant that “Europeans paid 
their own hangmen.” Pro-Russian media also argued that EU has only temporarily and tactically stopped 
migration in response to the strengthening of Europe’s “pro-national” forces before EP elections, and that 
after the elections Brussels would re-open the issue of compulsory quotas to redistribute the arrivals across 
member states.

In March-April 2019, pro-Russian media continued to portray Russia as a country that was 
forced to balance the West’s influence in the world and to create barriers especially against ag-
gressive US international policies – in the Middle East, Latin America, Europe, in the Russia-Ukraine 
conflict. They published their own articles and commented news on contemporary events, they also took 
contributions from Kremlin-backed media (ranging from RT and Sputnik all the way to the fringe) and oc-
casionally offered space for select Western authors who criticised the policies of Western states as additional 
arguments for supporting Russia’s foreign policy.

One of the key narratives associated with Russia in Slovak pro-Kremlin media was the narrative of global 
competition between Russia and the US, where Russia is portrayed as being the good and the US is always 
the evil. In Venezuela, for example, under this narrative, Americans are destabilizing the country, while the 
Russians, by contrast, help to protect it from American cyberattacks, prevent Venezuela from being illegally 
monitored, denying the Americans a chance to weaken country’s critical infrastructure. According to the 
reports taken from Russian pro-government media, Russian specialists came to Venezuela “not to allow 
Americans to pull Venezuela into a civil war marked by a stream of human blood.” Pro-Kremlin media 
argued in this context that the unipolar world is over and Russia has returned to the interna-
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tional scene.cxxii As far as NATO is concerned, pro-Russian media labelled it an obsolete aggressive 
organization that violated agreements and should end its existence.

According to pro-Kremlin media, Russia is currently successfully competing with the US in terms of 
hybrid warfare in third countries. The American hawks are reportedly probing the possibility of a limited 
nuclear attack on Russia and want to avoid Russian retaliation, while Russia neutralizes these attempts and 
leads a successful war against the US in Syria and Venezuela.cxxiii It is de facto an extrapolation of the 
well-known narrative of an American war against Russia in Ukraine to two other countries – one 
in the Middle East and another in Latin America.

Pro-Russian media positively portrayed the fact that Russia was consolidating its partnership and coop-
eration with Turkey, which “creates wrinkles on the American forehead.” Cooperation between these two 
countries is deepening in the energy sector, in the military-technical field, and in the “management of the 
Syrian conflict.” Pro-Russian media in this context highlighted the decision of Turkish President Recep Er-
dogan to purchase the S-400 Russian air defence system despite strong pressure from the US.cxxiv

Pro-Kremlin media did not omit developments in Ukraine, especially in the context of the forthcoming 
presidential election in this country. In particular, they criticized incumbent President Petro Poroshen-
ko for his pro-Western policies, in addition to his rival Vladimir Zelensky, who allegedly changed 
his foreign policy orientation radically just before the vote, so now he appears to be leaning towards 
the West (NATO, EU, IMF and George Soros).cxxv In the interpretation of pro-Russian media, Ukraine con-
tinued to be the main culprit in the Donbas conflict, causing problems in Russian-Ukrainian relations. 
Ukraine, in their view, is generally a troublemaker. There was even a claim made that Ukraine presents a 
threat to its neighbours as the statements of Sergei Melnichuk, the commander of the volunteer battalion 
Aidar, allegedly suggested. Melnichuk said in a television interview that Ukraine, in case of a conflict with 
neighbouring Hungary – If it attempted to annex a part of Ukrainian territory inhabited by ethnic Hungar-
ians –, can use its 128th Army Brigade to quickly reach Lake Balaton.cxxvi
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The so-called alternative media, spreading manipulative content, anti-establishment and pro-Russian mes-
sages has become a quite established part of the Czech information space. They are building up their reader-
ship base, but generally have a difficult time reaching out to the mainstream reader and thus, remain on the 
fringes of the debate. This group consists of approximately 60 websites, Facebook pages and profiles – most 
of which are smaller websites with limited readership and thus rather limited impact.cxxvii However, there 
are several exceptions: some portals have a more significant impact on the public debate; they constitute 
important hubs of the alternative information space. The way in which the eight most influential Czech 
disinformation websites informed about the European elections and Russia between 15 March and 15 April 
2019 will be discussed in this chapter.

The diversity of the editorial policies of the eight Czech sources under examination contributed to the 
fact that individual websites informed about the observed issues differently and, therefore, it is impossible 
to conclude that any dominant narratives were present in the alternative space. The shared similarities and 
differences are both highlighted in the next paragraphs.

STRONG AND PEACEFUL RUSSIA, AGGRESSIVE US

Topics related to the Russian Federation were mentioned in 872 articles in the observed period. The most 
significant source of texts about Russia was Sputnik CZ, which published 471 of them. Sputnik was also 
significant due to the fact that its news stories were republished by the other websites included in the 
study – very often by AC24 (published 102 articles) and, to a smaller extent, by ČeskoAktuálně (published 
34 articles). Thus, it is possible to conclude that the debate about Russia on the observed websites was to the 
large extent shaped by Russian sources. On the contrary, Parlamentní listy (published 147 articles) relied 
on their own content and some articles mentioning Russia were based on the quotes of various Czech actors, 
not all which were particularly favourable to Russia. Therefore, one-third of the texts contained negative 
sentiments about Russia.

When it comes to the topics at hand, it is quite apparent that the majority of the articles were 
focused on Russia and its actions, or its supposed opponents – the USA or NATO. Only a smaller 
number of articles (around 80 publications) mentioned relations between Russia and the Czech Republic. 
A significant proportion of the texts were also based solely on the statements of Russian public 
officials, which even reinforce the argument about Moscow’s direct involvement in the Czech 
information space. The most significant topic was a quite broadly defined struggle between the USA and 
Russia (mentioned in 68 articles).cxxviii Another significant topic was the situation in Venezuela (mentioned 
in 61 texts), which was depicted as a struggle of a legitimate government against the aggressive USA and its 
proxies.cxxix The situation in Syria and the struggle concerning the status of Golan Heights was mentioned 
in 33 articles.cxxx The situation in Crimea – especially in the relation to the anniversary of the referendum of 
the annexation of the peninsula – was mentioned in 32 articles.cxxxi Quite significant attention was paid to 
various issues related to cultural festivities, nature or interesting and even bizarre events in Russia (men-
tioned in 52 articles).cxxxii

It was possible to identify three general narratives in the observed articles. The most significant 
narrative (present in 123 articles) depicted Russia as a strong, stable and prosperous country that 
is able to effectively pursue its goals on the international scene. Around a half of these articles sup-
ported this narrative indirectly by pointing out the strength of the Russian military.cxxxiii Another strong 
narrative (present in 100 articles) claimed that Russia is demonized in the contemporary Western 
debate. This category was a combination of commentaries made by Russian officials, pro-Russian domestic 
activists and cherry-picked statements of renowned experts on the issue (such as Leonid Bershidsky).cxxxiv The 
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third strong narrative (present in 70 articles) was related to the alleged aggressivity of the USA in 
world affairs (in Venezuela, for instance) and against Russia in particular.cxxxv There were numerous 
articles that highlighted the fact that American and NATO forces are provoking Russian by entering their 
territory (usually airspace).cxxxvi Such reports likely aim to counter-balance the cases when Russian airplanes 
or military ships enter the territories of NATO member states, which tend to be covered frequently in Czech 
media. As we already mentioned, there were articles (around 90 in total) discussing Russia in a neg-
ative light. They were generally based on quotes of various politicians and other public figures criticizing 
Russia’s aggressive foreign policy or interference in Czech politics. These articles most often appeared on 
Parlamentní listy,cxxxvii but even Sputnik republished some of these statements.cxxxviii

EU: A TOPIC OF SECONDARY IMPORTANCE

The European Union and EP elections were covered far less extensively than Russia-related issues. 
The observed websites published 305 articles (from which only 139 mentioned the European elections) in 
the analysed period.

The most active source was Parlamentní listy (published 189 articles). The second most active portal, Sput-
nik CZ published 53 articles (20 of which also mentioned Russia), whereas the rest of sites published only 
a handful of articles. While the primary source of articles on Russia was generally Sputnik CZ, EU-related 
issues’ coverage seems to be more heterogeneous and the observed websites were republishing the content 
of various sources (usually other websites known to be spreading manipulative content).

The EU is a usual target of criticism on the observed websites, which was confirmed by this 
research, as almost half of texts mentioned the EU in a negative light. Even though the European 
Parliamentary elections were mentioned often, this does not mean that they were a central part of the debate 
in the observed period. In most cases, this event was only a sideshow (for example, a point of time reference in 
relation to Brexit),cxxxix which clearly show that the campaign did not yet start in the Czech Republic. However, 
when it was the main topic of an article (as it happened in 32 texts), it was depicted as the last chance to save 
Europe and European civilisation from multiculturalists and Eurofederalists, and also as a referendum on 
the membership of the country in the EU.cxl In these articles, populist leaders from Western Europe 
(such as Matteo Salvini or Marine Le Pen) were often praised.cxli From the ranks of Western leaders, 
French President Emmanuel Macron was often criticized (which is quite new for Czech alternative websites, 
which generally focused on German Chancellor Angela Merkel in the past).cxlii

Another frequently mentioned topic was the Slovak presidential election. In the 40 articles dedicated to 
this issue, the liberal candidate Zuzana Čaputová was criticized as an inexperienced supporter of migration, 
homosexuals and the “decadent West,” who will destroy traditional values in Slovak society.cxliii Another 
topic related to the EU was the exclusion of MP Václav Klaus Jr. from the right-wing party ODS for his 
claims comparing approving EU legislation in the Czech Parliament to the work of Jewish councils when 
they selected the people going onto transports to concentration camps during the Holocaust. Since Klaus Jr. 
is quite popular in Czech alternative media for his anti-EU views, the ODS was criticized for this decision in 
the majority of texts related to this issue.cxliv
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The Kremlin’s propaganda activities in Poland are directly connected to contemporary Polish internal affairs. 
The main information measures identified as coinciding with Russian propaganda and/or Russian 
goals in Poland refer to, react to or incorporate ongoing trends and topics from mainstream de-
bates and the most emotional subjects from social media and other internet platforms. It allows to 
disseminate different narratives to various recipients, strengthen the polarisation of the Polish society and 
even use such artificially heated internet quarrels as a tool (arming the information) to deteriorate Poland’s 
image abroad (e.g. presenting how deeply anti-Semitic Poles are).

These types of information operations are planned for years. Their foundations are more or less constant 
and consistent, using various events for the benefit of information aggressors. Long-existing niche con-
spiracy theories presented outside of the Polish mainstream concern the Jews’ desire to take advantage of 
Poland and that the EU is weak, antidemocratic and a tool for stronger states to rule over smaller ones. In 
the period leading up to the European Parliamentary elections they were being used on a larger scale with 
the aim of reaching a wider audience.

INTERNAL POLITICAL DISPUTES ON THE EU HELP INFORMATION 
AGGRESSORS

Information activities were present on different levels: internal (political, economic, social, religious) and 
external (political, economic, social, cultural). The fake news toolkit is one of the smallest and only sup-
plementary to the tools within the information operations repertoire. Narratives are being circulated and 
strengthened using accurate information and news. For example, any anti-Polish statement from an EU 
representative, or Western politician or journalist is being used as evidence supporting claims about the truly 
anti-Polish face of “German-ruled Brussels.” At the same time, European issues are being held hostage 
by Polish politicians in internal Polish debates (more precisely, their rhetoric concerning the EU 
is being used as a tool or a weapon against opponents). This only facilitates hostile information 
actions by making the Polish information environment even more chaotic and polarising Polish 
society even further. This situation also allows minor anti-establishment political forces to cap-
italize on the situation and help their messages reach a broader audience, legitimising them in 
the political discourse.

This problem is reflected in the results of the media monitoring we conducted between January and April, 
as well as in the monitoring conducted specifically for this study (15 March-15 April).  The information oper-
ations in the Polish information environment touched upon the loss of Polish sovereignty/independence;cxlv 
and corrupt or Western puppet politicians in the ranks of the ruling partycxlvi and the opposition,cxlvii who are 
thus serving foreign interests and reinforce the status quo (weak Poland).cxlviii Allegedly, they, driven by preju-
dices and populism, cannot see the necessity of close cooperationcxlix with Russia.cl Anti-establishment and/
or anti-EU politicians are being promoted as the only hope and solution for Poland facing a huge 
crisis coming from the Westcli – in political and economic terms. The US and Israel allegedly collaborate 
against Poland closelyclii – this narrative is one way to attack the concept of NATO and military cooperation 
with Poland’s allies. In fact, as it is being presented, this cooperation and US actions may result in 
provoking a war with Russia and Poland would be the country paying the price for it.cliii

At the same time, the narratives we found suggest that the EU only gives an illusion of democ-
racy, solidarity and collaboration. Its policies and procedures are depicted as threats to citizens 
and all of the member states alike.cliv The integration process is described with the same terms. The EU 
is being ruled from Germany,clv which disregards the needs of smaller countriesclvi and wants to profit from 
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collaboration with Russia, sacrificing the safety and security of weaker states.clvii The EU itself is in crisis – it 
violates its own principles, such as the freedom of speech, to be able to introduce censorship.clviii

THE WEST IS AN AGGRESSOR, WHILE RUSSIA IS SIMPLY DEFENDING 
ITSELF

The most dangerous narratives are those related to issues shown as inevitable: a) an economic 
crisis in the Westclix and b) the Third World War.clx These strongly influence emotions and offer a narrative 
tailored for various groups of readers. It is connected and a complement to different narratives on security 
issues. These messages claim that NATO is facing a crisis,clxi Washington uses European countries as 
its pawnsclxii to provoke Russia.clxiii Furthermore, the imperialistic American foreign policy is one of the 
greatest threats to peace and stability worldwide.clxiv

At the same time, Russia, a powerful nation, is only defending itself from all hostile actions conducted by 
the USA and EU,clxv who are responsible for the conflicts and tensions in the Middle East, Venezuela, Georgia 
and Ukraine. Moscow is open to formulating a dialogue with Ukraine and with the West, but it also has to 
protect itself. The threat of a Third World War is real because of NATO’s provocations. Moreover, there 
is allegedly no propaganda in Russia and the topic of Russian disinformation is meant to distract Europe/
the West from its serious social issues.clxvi

It is worth mentioning that the portals that publish content in line with Russian propaganda in Poland 
share the publications of each other, promoting authors, politicians, scientists, and experts with Eurosceptic 
tendencies. Even in their neutral publications we can find references to other articles with controversial titles 
that may skew the context and influence the reader in a certain way.
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ANTI-SEMITISM USED AGAINST AMERICAN AND EUROPEAN ELITES

Finally, anti-Semitic narratives that were explored in detail must be discussed. Many of these are related to 
contemporary events in the United States surrounding the Justice for Uncompensated Survivors Today Act 
(also known as 447 or JUST) passed in April 2019. The topic has been used to develop anti-American, 
anti-Israeli and anti-European sentiments and to attack the Polish government and opposition. 
The narratives conveyed the following messages: American and European elites work for the Jewish lobby for 
their own benefit,clxvii the EU is a Tel Aviv-backed project that favours Israeli interests, Germans cooperate 
with Israel against Poland, implying that Israel could have influenced the Polish government or may have 
more influence than Polish politicians admit or, last but not least, that the Polish elite (both the government 
and the opposition) depends on the West and the Jewish lobby in pursuing their interests.clxviii
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We were able to reach a number of important conclusions in our research. First of all, the Kremlin has two 
main reasons to interfere in the EP elections even though its primary focus is likely to be national 
general elections: the amplification of pro-Kremlin voices in the European Parliament and thus 
European decision-making, and the creation of the illusion that it has successfully influenced 
European democratic processes. Some pro-Kremlin messages (e.g., the US is using the EU to force its 
will on other countries, the CIA is behind Euromaidan) might resonate with some audiences in the V4, and 
the EP election is a great opportunity for spreading such narratives, however, it will forever be impossible 
to measure the effect of pro-Russian disinformation within the electoral system.

Second, Kremlin-backed media mainly focused on discrediting the West in general (mainly the US and 
NATO), sometimes without even mentioning Russia. The narratives on RT and Sputnik were remarkably 
consistent on certain issues of key national interests, where the Kremlin is notably trying to persuade the 
audience on the validity of its own views (e.g., on Venezuela), not only to confuse it. The Kremlin’s relative 
lack of focus on the EP elections was highlighted by the fact that official Russia-backed media did not directly 
target the European Union as frequently as it did the US and NATO. However, when they did address topics 
related to the EU, they almost exclusively promoted the views of anti-EU actors. The coverage of local portals 
was varied in terms of their preferred topics: Hungarian disinformation media focused heavily on the EU, 
while the bloc was, similarly to what we observed on RT and Sputnik, relegated to secondary importance 
behind anti-West messages in the Czech Republic.

Third, it is clear that local pro-Kremlin media in the V4 were disseminating narratives eerily similar to 
those on official Kremlin-backed media. Even though they wrote more about the US and NATO, RT and Sput-
nik spread anti-EU disinformation before and during the official EP election campaign periods and openly 
came out in support of populist and anti-EU parties, while local V4 media became partisan actors in support 
of these forces in the domestic electoral discourse. Moreover, the criticisms directed at the EU were broadly 
similar: it mishandled migration; forces ineffective, liberal policies on its member states; it is overly bureau-
cratic, undemocratic; and Brussels wants to forge a multicultural empire without any nation states. Russian 
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decision-makers want the EU to be weak and fragmented, which will allow the Kremlin to have 
more sway over what happens on the continent, while some internal actors in EU member states 
want to achieve the same goals for ideological reasons. This essentially prompts the convergence 
of anti-EU narratives in official Kremlin-backed and local disinformation media. Election periods 
are perfect opportunities for them to discredit the EU, pro-EU and pro-West politicians and promote the 
views of actors whose interests match those of the Kremlin.

Fourth, importantly, these outlets all combined the dissemination of openly anti-EU content with even 
more prevalent anti-West narratives on international affairs – the spotlight often fell on the US and NATO. 
They consistently attack liberal democracy as a socio-political system and discredit pro-Western political 
actors. These politicians are consistently condemned for supporting the Western alliance’s “aggressive” inter-
national policies. While the West and especially the US is depicted as an aggressor with ambitions to “conquer 
the world” and assert global dominance through interference in Ukraine, Venezuela, Syria and elsewhere, 
Russia is described as a stabilising actor seeking to counter such efforts, one that only defends itself. Disin-
formation actors use these narratives to suggest that Western politicians in the US and its puppets will be 
the ones responsible for World War Three if it ever comes. In this context, the EU and its member states 
are criticised for being controlled by or just blindly following the US, thus becoming aggressors 
themselves. The fact that the Kremlin considers the European bloc to be the extended arm of US 
efforts is another reason for Russia to weaken the EU and/or drive a wedge between the two sides 
of the Transatlantic alliance. Disinformation directly targeting the US, NATO, pro-Western politicians 
and Western democratic norms can be considered to be attempts to influence the political orientation of 
Europeans in general, which can also affect voting intentions in the EP elections: anti-West narratives also 
promote the messages of Eurosceptic forces (e.g., as the only solution to avoid war with Russia).

Fifth, Russia has consistently depicted itself as a strong international player. Creating the illusion that 
the Kremlin successfully influenced European democratic processes would also strengthen this perception. 
Based on the narratives we found, Russia to the average citizens might seem like a country equalling the US 
and China on the world stage politically, militarily and economically. There is barely any sign in these articles 
that Russia faces considerable domestic challenges and budgetary constraints. Russia certainly wants to 
seem like an almost omnipotent actor on the world stage, who might be a better ally to European 
nations than the US or Brussels.
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Sixth, while RT and Sputnik might not have a considerable direct effect in the EU on public opinion, 
the narratives broadcasted on these media (and their local branches) find themselves into the rhetoric of 
pro-Kremlin Eurosceptic forces and local pro-Kremlin outlets, which increase Russia’s reach into the Euro-
pean audience considerably. While official, semi-official Kremlin-backed media can influence local 
pro-Russian actors’ messages, the views of local actors also contribute to the official pro-Kremlin 
rhetoric – there is a bilateral exchange of narratives between the sides.

Seventh, there were some notable variations in how disinformation is actually spread. For instance, the 
Czech portals examined in this study showed significant differences in terms of the attention they pay to 
various issues, their information sources and whether they were willing to create original content. This 
suggests there are various models of operation and likely different motivations driving the activities of 
different disinformation portals, which could be studied in more detail. Moreover, there are differences 
in the involvement of official Russia-backed actors in various discussions. While there is an official 
Kremlin-backed actor in the Czech Republic and Poland (local Sputnik branches), in some countries local 
Kremlin affiliates or Eurosceptic forces take over the role of Russia-backed actors and serve as intermediar-
ies in broadcasting Moscow’s messages. The modus operandi of disinformation activities seems to be 
tailored to local information environments.

All in all, European pro-Kremlin, Eurosceptic actors (most of which are likely to be “useful idi-
ots” rather than Russian mercenaries) play a much more important role in spreading pro-Russian 
narratives in the EU than the Kremlin itself. Nevertheless, Moscow can be satisfied with this, 
as its narratives still reach the European audience and have an even larger effect through the 
former. There is adequate reason to believe that the European population, certainly in some EU member 
states, might be receptive to the narratives spread by Kremlin-backed and pro-Kremlin media. Consequently, 
pro-Russian disinformation has the potential to turn part of the European population against the EU and 
Europe’s Transatlantic allies, and thus have an influence on voting intentions. The actual effect of the 
analysed portals on the mobilisation of the supporters of Eurosceptic actors backed by them in 
the EP elections would be important to study in detail. The fact that the majority of these articles is 
highly combative, negative and conspiratorial could equally prompt their audience to be more active or more 
passive. The upcoming EP elections represent a great opportunity for this kind of research, but it will forever 
be impossible to measure the effect of pro-Russian disinformation in votes.
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4 The FB page we counted here is called Leleplező Friss Hírek, but it exclusively shares Világ Figyelő articles and – for instance – informs readers 
on events such as the maintenance of Világ Figyelő’s servers.

LIST OF LOCAL PORTALS UNDER EXAMINATION

See the number of Facebook fans a given page has in parentheses at the end of each paragraph.

HUNGARy

• Origo: The government-controlled portal with the largest follower count, among the most active in 
supporting the government’s views and smearing the opposition. (442,351)

• 888.hu: A government-controlled portal defining itself as “the opposition to Soros.” (253,643)
• Magyar Nemzet: A pro-government portal and printed daily. (7,561)
• Híradó: The online portal of the Public Broadcaster, regularly shares broadcasts from the main M1 news 

channel as well. (187,381)
• News Front Hungary: A fringe disinformation portal publishing in multiple languages, which is 

rumoured to be connected to Russian intelligence.clxix The occasionally poor quality of grammar and 
spelling in some Hungarian articles certainly suggest it is run by foreigners. (842)

• Világ Figyelő: Alternative disinformation portal frequently pushing pro-Russian and pro-government 
narratives. Its contents almost always support the government’s views. (74,5734)

• Orosz Hírek: Fringe portal dedicated to news on Russia. (22,962)
• Balrad: Alternative, far-left, government-critical disinformation portal. (351)

SLOVAKIA
• Hlavné správy: Self-proclaimed “conservative daily” (online) spreading pro-Russian narratives in a 

sophisticated manner, mixing news from mainstream media (press, online outlets and agencies) with 
its own commentaries. It also publishes contributions taken from various Russian sources. Pro-Russian 
stances are accompanied by an open criticism of policies of Western states. The main disseminator of 
pro-Russian content on the media scene in Slovakia. (39,301)

• Infovojna: Slovak mimicry of the original American alt-right conspiratorial website “InfoWar.” It focuses 
mostly on “geopolitical” issues and spreads openly anti-Western and pro-Russian content, and aggregates 
materials taken from Slovak and foreign sources of the same orientation. (27,245)

• Zem a Vek: Monthly printed conspiratorial periodical that publicizes material about the domination of 
the US and Zionism (Jews) over the world, a typical anti-Semitic media outlet characterized by systemic 
resistance to the values of liberal democracy, criticism of the West, the EU and NATO as well as by positive 
attitude towards the current political regime in Russia and its foreign policy. In the Russia-Ukraine conflict, 
it took positions close to the interpretations of Russian propaganda. It openly supported the separatist 
rebellion in the Donbas and engaged in public activities aimed at securing Slovakia’s withdrawal from 
NATO. (32,301)

• Slobodný vysielač: Online radio, and a fringe outlet that combines an anti-corruption rhetoric with calls 
for direct (“true”) democracy, along with a broad range of esoteric and conspiratorial topics. Online radio, 
and a fringe outlet that combines an anti-corruption rhetoric with calls for direct (“true”) democracy, 
along with a broad range of esoteric and conspiratorial topics. It offers broadcasting space inter alia to 
persons whose views are marked by open sympathies to Russia’s foreign policy, harsh criticism of liberal 
democracy and the West, and anti-Semitic rhetoric. (81,813)

• Slovo: Online left-leaning outlet with pro-Russian, anti-Ukrainian, anti-American and anti-Western 
content. Contributions are characterised by criticism of the pro-Western orientation of Slovakian foreign 
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policy, opposition to liberal socio-economic reforms and support for state interventionism, disagreement 
with NATO activities, criticism of various aspects of European integration and EU policies, and evident 
inclinations towards the policy of current Russia’s leadership. (1,562)

• Pán Občan: Anti-globalist “patriotic” online source pretending to be an independent voice of the country’s 
ordinary citizens. It is politically inclined towards nationalist forces with critical views on the West (EU, 
NATO, USA) and on liberal values. It publishes articles on Russia taken from other Slovak pro-Russian 
online outlets, mainly from Hlavné správy. (5,479)

• Na palete: Nationalist online political and “lifestyle” outlet with pro-Russian content. Critical of the West. 
Aggregator of materials taken from other sources, including news agencies and Hlavné správy. (7,202)

• Slobodný výber: Online outlet presenting itself as an absolutely independent source of information, using 
more moderate rhetoric than other fringe media. It produces and takes contributions from other news 
sources about defending the West against Islam, criticizing the EU, NATO and the USA, and demonstrating 
sympathies to Russia. Articles on international affairs prevail over contributions concerning the domestic 
agenda. (4,446)

CzECH REPUBLIC
• Parlamentní listy: Without a doubt the most popular website in the Czech research sample. A political 

tabloid owned by Czech Senator Ivo Valenta, is known for its non-compliance with journalistic and ethical 
standards, providing media space for various figures from all over the political spectrum, including 
extremists, whose views are not counter-balanced at all. (46,990)

• Sputnik CZ: The Czech branch of the official Russian state-backed Sputnik news agency, one of the 
important sources of Russian state propaganda. It also serves the Slovak audience. (40,444)

• Nová republika: It is an aggregator of various texts published in alternative media, established in 
2013. Ever since then, its managers have been quite active and organised various events. One of its most 
important editors, Ivan David, is running in the EP elections as a candidate for the extremist party SPD. 
(No Facebook. 692,650 visits a month according to SimilarWeb.)

• AC24: Website presenting itself as an independent media outlet providing uncensored coverage. The 
portal mixes conspiracy theories, tendentious commentaries and news without a clear, consistent editorial 
policy. (81,894)

• Svobodné noviny: Website presenting itself as an independent media outlet providing uncensored 
coverage. The portal mixes conspiracy theories, tendentious commentaries and news without a clear, 
consistent editorial policy. (17,745)

• Česko aktuálně: Website presenting itself as an independent media outlet providing uncensored coverage. 
The portal mixes conspiracy theories, tendentious commentaries and news without a clear, consistent 
editorial policy. (27,708)

• Aeronet: A portal only spreading conspiracy theories and disinformation. (1,390. Its website receives 
over 1 million visits a month according to SimilarWeb.)

• Zvědavec: A portal only disseminating conspiracy theories and disinformation. (No Facebook. 464,020 
visits a month according to SimilarWeb.)

POLAND
• Sputnik PL: The Polish branch of the Russian government-owned propaganda outlet. (703)
• KresyPL: A portal presenting itself as a patriotic outlet dedicated to news on the former Polish “Kresy,” 

which is the Eastern borderlands (Wikipedia: “the Eastern part of the Second Polish Republic during 
the interwar period constituting nearly half of the territory of the state”). This is combined with anti-
Ukrainian content. (No Facebook.)

• AlexJonesPL: Alternative disinformation portal directly coinciding with Russian propaganda. (Its fan 
page was deleted from Facebook, Apple and Google in August 2018.)
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• dziennik-polityczny.com: Alternative website presenting itself as an independent outlet, frequently 
publishing anti-government, anti-Western, anti-Ukrainian narratives. (7,472)

• Magnapolonia.org: Alternative disinformation portal presenting itself as a patriotic outlet. It is 
publishing content coinciding with Russian propaganda. (27,567)

• Zmianynazemi.pl: Alternative disinformation portal with content directly coinciding with Russian 
propaganda and promoting conspiracy theories. (38,617)

• Najwyższy Czas!, www.nczas.com: The Najwyższy Czas! weekly’s website, a conservative-liberal journal 
mixing tabloid journalism with anti-establishment and anti-West narratives. (23,767)

• neon24-pl: Alternative media portal presenting itself as a patriotic and independent outlet, frequently 
publishing content coinciding with Russian propaganda. (369)
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